Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research | Manchester

Sustainable travel document
Tyndall Manchester is located in the very heart of Manchester city centre and is easily accessed by various
modes of low carbon transport. Alongside reducing your own carbon emissions, your green transport
choices will contribute to improved air quality in the city.
Address
Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research
The University of Manchester
H Floor, Pariser Building
Sackville Street, Manchseter
M13 9PL

University maps
The University of Manchester has an interactive map of the University, where you can
see the location of the Pariser Building in relation to the rest of the university and city.


Interactive map

For a hard copy of the University campus, click this link.

Train
There are three main train stations in Manchester city centre: Piccadilly, Oxford Road
and Victoria. Once at the station, the Tyndall Centre is within walking and biking
distance from each. To see the details of the route, select the station below.
Walking times: Piccadilly (6 minutes), Oxford Road (9 minutes), Victoria (24 minutes)
Cycling times: Piccadilly (3 minutes), Oxford Road (5 minutes), Victoria (10 minutes)

Bus
Frequent bus services connect the whole of Greater Manchester and are a great green
transport option for getting to Tyndall. Information and bus schedules can be found at
Transport for Greater Manchester’s website – tfgm.com/buses. Google Maps and City
Mapper also offer a great app and website service to help plan your route.
Metroshuttle operate a free bus service connecting train stations, business regions and
shopping areas. Manchester Oxford Road is also the busiest bus route in Europe, with
integrated bus-only zones to ease congestion and speed up your journey. Make sure to
take full advantage of this if the Oxford Road bus route is on your commute.
There is also a free 147 bus service for all staff and students when travelling between
the Sackville Street and Oxford Road campuses. Staff and students must show their
University cards when entering the bus to ensure free travel.
Finally, if you are travelling by a combination of bus, tram and train, System One offer
flexible Travelcards to help provide a seamless transition between different forms of
transport.

Cycle
You can now easily plan your bike route on Transport for Greater Manchester’s cycling
website – tfgm.com/cycling. Here you can also find information on cycle parking, bikes
on public transport and much more.
Once in the city, Manchester has many safe cycle lanes to allow a stress free journey to
Tyndall, such as the dutch-style cycle lanes available on Manchester Oxford Road.
There are secure Sheffield stands situated outside Tyndall’s offices, with universitymonitored security cameras for additional security.
No emissions, no problems!
Tram
Manchester is also home to an electricly driven tram network. The full tram network can
be found on Transport for Greater Manchester’s website.
The closest tram stop to Tyndall is Piccadilly station. This is the same station as Piccadilly
train station mentioned in the above section and is a 6 minute walk or a 3 minute cycle
from Tyndall’s offices.

Have a safe journey and happy green travelling.

Website:
https://www.tyndall.manchester.ac.uk/

